ABSTRACT

In spatial, streets can be divided into two parts; street space and street wall. Street space can be understood as the inner space of city bordered by inner city wall, city building wall and landscape. Basically, streets are included into one of some physical elements initially realized in a city. Even, in several places, streets are the embryo of a city. Streets become the active network connecting one place to another and finally become the movement path for humans or transportations. The street space of Pahlawan street is the street space that does not only have manifest function but also rich of latent functions. The affluence of latent functions on this street is caused by the relations between this street space with the social and culture life value developed by the space agent. The existence of latent function on the street space of Pahlawan street becomes very important as the effort to strengthen the existence and the character of the street space itself. This writing discusses the multi function of Pahlawan street space in Semarang and the urban public life related to the manifest and the latent functions. The method applied was descriptive documentative method based on the empiric condition of observed object, and then it was discussed using the relevant theories.
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